MIKE LAWLER

OBJECTIVE
To be re-elected as a Republican U.S. Congressman from New York in a seat that is key to anti-LGBTQ+ politicians remaining in control of the U.S. House of Representatives and to maintain a moderate facade while continuing to give in to anti-LGBTQ+ MAGA bullies.

EXPERIENCE

DENIER OF HEALTH CARE TO TRANS SERVICE MEMBERS  |  July 2023–June 2024
Backed amendments to the National Defense Authorization Act to restrict coverage for medically-necessary health care for trans military service members and trans kids of service members

BESTIE TO ANTI-LGBTQ+ POLITICIANS LIKE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE MAGA MIKE  |  November 2023–Present
Voted for Speaker Mike Johnson, who has a long history of spewing hate toward the LGBTQ+ community, and welcomed him as an honored guest at a fundraiser

OPPOSES MILITARY MEMBERS’ ABILITY TO OBTAIN ABORTION  |  June 2024
Voted to ban the Department of Defense from reimbursing members who travel to get abortion services or other reproductive care

SKILLS
- Fake allyship: Attended a rally at a Pride center and then voted to censor LGBTQ+ materials in schools on military bases months later
- Schmoozing with MAGA elites to score political points
- Telling people what to do with their own bodies

REFERENCES
- Speaker MAGA Mike Johnson, obviously
- Former Trump administration officials who raise money for him
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